Ultrasound tracking for intra-fractional motion compensation in radiation therapy.
Modern techniques as ion beam therapy or 4D imaging require precise target position information. However, target motion particularly in the abdomen due to respiration or patient movement is still a challenge and demands methods that detect and compensate this motion. Ultrasound represents a non-invasive, dose-free and model-independent alternative to fluoroscopy, respiration belt or optical tracking of the patient surface. Thus, ultrasound based motion tracking was integrated into irradiation with actively scanned heavy ions. In a first in vitro experiment, the ultrasound tracking system was used to compensate diverse sinusoidal target motions in two dimensions. A time delay of ∼200 ms between target motion and reported position data was compensated by a prediction algorithm (artificial neural network). The irradiated films proved feasibility of the proposed method. Furthermore, a practicable and reliable calibration workflow was developed to enable the transformation of ultrasound tracking data to the coordinates of the treatment delivery or imaging system - even if the ultrasound probe moves due to respiration. A first proof of principle experiment was performed during time-resolved positron emission tomography (4DPET) to test the calibration workflow and to show the accuracy of an ultrasound based motion tracking in vitro. The results showed that optical ultrasound tracking can reach acceptable accuracies and encourage further research.